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From The Jungles Of Laos

Curtain Time

Dr. Dooley Visits XU

TONIGHT! Saturday and
Sunday! South Ball Theatre.
Mollere's THE DOCTOR IN
SPITE OF BWSELF. Tickets
on sale at the door! Show
time: 8:30!

by Mike Markiewicz
Xavier upperclassmen will remember Dr. Tom Dooley. Not
long ago he stood ,before the
Xavier student body in the fieldhouse, spreading his enthusiasm
among men of Xavier even as
he had spread a relief from sickness and an understanding of the
Western world among the remote
jungle vHlagers of Viet-Nam. He
told the story of a small jungle
hospital, lifting itself bravely
against the shadow of communism in Nam-Tha, a small Lao
village just a few miles from the
Red China border. He told of
treating hideous cases of smallpox and leprosy, of the atrocities of the communist terrorists,
and of .receiving chickens as payment, or perhaps a bit of gl"ain.
He told of the continual threat
of raids from the near.by Chinese
terrorists, and the struggle of
five Westerners to show the Lao
people that democracy was not
the monsterous brute which communist propaganda makes it to
be.
Dr. Dooley will once more
appear before the Xavier student body on Friday, October 30.
It is now quite a different battle

Fr•. Kenny, S.J.,
Speaks Before
Philosophers
"John Dewey's Contribution to
the Theory of Deliberation and
Choice'; will 'be the topic of
Father W. Henry Kenney, S.J.,
Xavier University philosophy instructor, when he speaks ,before
the West Virginia Philosophical
Society on Saturday, October 24.
The meeting of the philosophers from West Virginia and
surrounding area will mark the
one-hundred anniversary of the
birth of John Dewey, noted
American educator-philosopher.
Mont Chateau State Park, near
Morgantown, W. Virginia will rbe
the scene.
Dewey, who achieved his
greatest fame as professor at
Columbia University, was the
chief theorist of so-called "progressive" education and has immense influence not only in this
country ·hut abroad as well.
Catholic schools resisted his .philosophy, which is classified as
pragmatism. His system has come
under fire in recent years also
in other circles because of its
alleged tendency to elevate practical studies at the expense of
the traditional disciplines with
resultant loss in broad intellectual development.
Father Kenny also noted that
Dewey started as a ·Hegelian
idealist ibut in elaborations of
his theories went far beyond the
ordinary idealist. The Xavier
professor said that Dewey gave
value to habits and impulses of
the individual in the act of deliberation and choice, whereas
most idealists would not assign
them any part.

Clef Club Plans
For Full Concert
. '.11he 62-voices strong Clef Club
stairited its season early this year,
singing at the Mass of the Holy
Ghost on September 23. Tryouts
were held the following week,
aind approximately 30 new members joined the club. ·
Mr. Franklin Bens bas a full
concert planned for his 21st year
u director of the Clef Club.
Accompanied by Henri Golembiewski he will lead the vocalists
through medlies from "South
Pacific,,, "Flower Drum 'Song,"
and "State Fair." They will also
ling several Negro spirituals,. sea
chantles, religious numbers, a
French folk song, and the traditional school songs. The popular
"America, Our Berlta1e" la the
show's finale.
In addition, soloist Bob Marchal ood the Chimes will each
do several numbers. Their numbers have not yet been selected.
Club officers for the 1959-60
concert are Bob McLaughlin,
president; 1Bob Kopecky, vicepresident; Tom Cahill, business
manager; Bob Marchal, secretary· Mike Timmerman,, treasurer~ Joe Albertz, publicity director; Bill Drach, assistant business manager. Rev. 0. T. Wheeler, S.J., ls the club moderator.

Dr. Thomas A. Dooley

Rev. Walter. Burghardt, .. S.J., Opens.
Forum Series, Gives Convoca.tion
A Jesuit, one of America's quently spoken on the Catholic
foremost clerical speakers, will Hour over nation-wide radio
be ·the first speaker in the Xav- hook-ups. Life magazine's 1957
ier Forum Series. Rev. Walter Easter issue featured him as one
Burghardt, S.J., will speak Wednesday evening, October 28, at . of the best clerical speakers in
8: 15 p.m. on "Unity Problems In the United States.
This visit of Father Burghardt
Early Church Councils." Before
this he will speak at a student precedes ·by only two days that
"Series A". convocation on the of Dr. Thomas A. Dooley, one of
"Relevance of the Fathers to the the most renowned speakers today. Dr. Dooley will speak FriTwentieth Century."
day,
October 30, at a compulFr. Burghardt is one of the
sory student convocation at 2: 00
outstanding authorities in thE! p.m. in the Fieldhouse. He will
United States on the Fathers of also present a Xavier Forum talk
the Church and on early Church that evening, prior to the Lanhisory in general. He has fre- guage Club dance.

Rev. Clifford Besse, S.J.
the entire American economy for
many years to come.
Labor and industry are faced
with two problems. The first is
wages, in regard to the needs of

"God has been good to me,"
says Dr. Dooley. "He has given
me the most hideous, painful
cancer at an extremely young
age. It's a gift. He wants me to
use it."
And he uses it by continuing
to spread the enthusiasm for his
great humanitarian undertaking,
MEDICO. Since he origilniated
'this program, it has come to
bring relief from pain and ignorance to backward people in the
most remote corners of the world.
Besides his own hospital in Laos,
there are similar MEDICO teams
~n Cambodia, Pakistan, and Kenya. Two other units are preparing to take the field, and support
is being given to Dr. Albert
Schweitzer in Africa. Dr. Dooley
eontinues to voice his plea for
support.

by Wally Buchmann
Ghosts and goblins will run
rampant on October 31 just as
in the fabled days of yore.
Witches on ,brooms streaking
across the inky sky will mark
Xavier's Victory Dance halloween
night. From 9: 00 p.m. to 1: 00
a.m. the Muskies will hop to the
rhythm of Bobby Grayson at
Castle Farms following the aft«noon 's gridi'l'on contest with U.C.
Always a big event for X.U.,
the dance this year promises to
be no exception. The band was
engaged a full year in advance
to provide melodies for stomping
under a full moon. The usual
large crowd is expected.
The price of admission to these

Steel Strike Ignores Social Justice
Long before the current steel
strike, this country's economists
recognized the signs, not of a
struggle for rights and principles,
,but of a fight to death between
those two American giants, labor
and management. Rev. Clifford
Besse, S.J., Xavier economist,
points to the preparation for this
bifter strug.gle which began two
years ago. Even then the steel
industry was stockpiling, calling
In extra workers; and as early
as last March both sides indicated the inevitability of the
present deadlock.
Why must this deadlock exist?
Because neither side has ever
expected collective bargaining to
present a solution. The strike is
not for any clearly defined rights
and wages; it is a struggle for
supremacy between two organizations, with no regard whatsoever towards social justice. The
outcome will strongly influence

The convocation will be held
at 2 p.m. It is compulsory for all
full-time students.

Sodality Post-Game Dance
Held At Castle Farm, Oct. 31

Interview Witli ·A Jesuit Economist

by Mike Markiewicz

the youthful physician is fighting-a battle against an illness
which his doctors term "black
cancer."

the worker and the contribution
of the worker. The second is the
function of management, in regard to the rights of the worker
and a company's obligations
towards a worker. Fr. Besse
points out that the friction arises
from a lack of clarification concerning the correct moral basis
on which these questions should
be posed. Until definite norms
of justice and morality are set
up, no solution can possibly be
arrived at.
P'r. Besse agrees with the
recent invocation of the TaftHartley Law. When the common
good is at stake, the government
has every right to step in. But
that does not mean that a settlement is any nearer. Labor will
strike again, · and the struggle
will continue either until .one
giant has gained complete power
over the other, or until some
definite and objective norms of
justice have been set up to promote a peaceful co-existence.

gala festivities is $3 per couple.
This is the lowest priced large
dance which Xavier sponsors
every year. It is also one of the
select events sponsored 1by the
university at which 3.2 beer is
allowed. '
The decor at Castle Farms will
reflect the halloween spirit of the
evening. Black cats, skeletons,
pumpkins, spooks, and the orange
and black crepe paper generally
associated with halloween will
contrast with cute girls clicking
about in their high heels and
swishing their beautiful swirling
organdy.
This will be the first dance for
freshmen to get in the social
swing of things at their chosen
alma mater, and a huge representation is expected. Tickets are
on sale in South Hall and in all
of the dorms according to Myron
Shibley, dance chairman, who is
looking forward to a rocking
evening for the tweed-clad Xavierites.

Athanaeum Sets
Nov. 25 Deadline
The Athanaeum staff composed
of associate editors Jim Cissel,
James Keller, Jack Niehaus; art
editor Tom Kuhlman, and editorin-chief E. S. Edelmann have met
with Fr. Manion, S.J., and discussed the plans for this year's
publication. A deadline of November 25 was set for winter
edition copy. All genre within
the scope of the magazine are
solicited. Students wishing to
submit may do so by filing their
manuscripts accompanied by a
self-addressed envelope in the
Athaneum 1box soon to be .placed
in Science Hall. Copies of the
spring issue are out for freshmen and those who missed them
on the first round.

~GE
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Music Stand
by .John Lopdon

Private
Line

If dancing is your desire, there
are quite a few spots around
town to go. Castle Farm, the
by Tom Cahill and Sack LeMoult
traditional Saturday night mecca,
M~1ffl)ii~lrn'11'©11tt\1ir~11'©11rd\1®~11'©111'©111'©111'©1MiMiltMMb\ill\iJI has its most ambitious advance 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Ill Ill Ill II Ill IIll II Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill II
booking in several seasons. ComJust a reminder that the first Masque Society presentation
by Denny Doherty, News Editor-in-Chief
ing to the Summit Road dance
opened last night. Here is a chance. to see some top-notch
spot
in
the
next
month
or
so
are
Now that the freshman elec- efficient action and, because of
the George Shearing Quintet, theater and anyone who doesn't take advantage of the opportions are history, we would take this understanding, use the power
November
7; Louis Armstrong, tunity can go to U.C. While on the subject of the Masque
a look at our Student Council. of their vote to elect the four
November 14 and Lionel Hamp- Society, we see that congratulations are in order to Mr. and
As far as the News is concerned individuals most capable for the
Mrs. Kvapil on the birth of their third girl.
ton's big ;band, November 21.
we think the present Council job.
Tomorrow presents an opportunity to see some of the
A short drive out Kentucky
organization is the best possible
Although the de-centralization Highway 8 will take couples faculty members make their television debut. Dr. Wbealen,
for Xavier.
of student government would seeking good dance music to the Dr. McCoy, and Fr. Felten will appear on the WKRC-TV
Next week Mr. Andy Odoardi allow greater student participa- La Vista Inn in Bromley. The · show, "Background."
will present a different type of tion numerically, we are sure it tab at the door is only a buck a
Well, Plato and Aristotle might be dead, but Greek
Student government and explain would definitely weaken the or- couple, and the band plays little dancing is still kicking ... at least the participants of it are.
more fully why the News en- ganization.
except slow dance tunes. Another Mrs. Leslie Howard, wife of the faculty member, will give a
dorses the status quo.
The present members of Stu- across-the-river dance spot ' is recital of Greek dances at the Ohio Classical Conference from
Perhaps the. biggest criticism dent Council are not great in the beautiful Lookout House on October .29 to the 31. The students of the classics tell us that
of the present system is that number but they have conducted Dixie Highway just outside Cov- these dances were the rage when Antigone was cutting a rug
there is not enough participation their office with a high degree of ington. Admission at the L·ookout in the Parthenon. The Parthenon?
in student government affairs. efficiency.
is $2.50 a couple.
Bridge enthusiasts of Xavier, take heed! Sunday in South
But we feel that in a form of
Downtown Cincy has dance Hall there will be a tournament open to all. Admission is $1.00,
We urge the student body to
centralized government there is support th e i r representatives music Saturday nights at the time 1:30. There will be cash prizes too. Bring your partner
greater potential for carrying out through co-operation with stu- Sidewalk Cafe in the Gibson and join the fun. Anyone who beats Mr. Rieselman (in cards,.
efficiently student policies.
dent council policies and with Hotel and all week at the Red that is) is guaranteed an automatic "A" in Spanish ••. even
We are sure that the student the constructive criticism so Carpet Room ·on Walnut next to if he's not taking it.
the Keith's Theatre. Ester Hanbody can understand the need for necessary for progress.
lon provides the music at the
Did you know that three Xavier students were pledged
Sidewalk; the excellent Teddy
Raymore Trio and vocalist Betty to a sorority recently? It all happened to Ed Adams, Terry
Heath hold forth at the Red Car- O'Neill, and George Thornburg in Athens after the Ohio U.
pet. Both places have no cover game. Staying over for the annual Greek Week Carnival there,
these fellows "accidentally" ran into some of the sorority
or minimum.
The Sinton has Dixieland on. sisters from Chi 0 mega who were so impressed with
Saturday nights. Tomorrow the ,,them that they wined them, dined them, and even secured
attraction is the Chris Barber lodgings for them. Later on that evening when the awards
Band, an English traditional out- were made at the festival for the best sorority, guess who
fit, touring the U.S. They're the won? Why Chi 0 mega, of course. The girls insisted that
by Jerry Martin, News Managing Editor
top Dixie :band in England and Ed, Terry, and George brought them good luck, and unaniLast week George Catlett Mar- tarianism), but you can-and had a hit record in the States mously the boys were voted into the sorority. From what we
gather the new sorority sisters were treated more like sultans,
shall died. General. L£es in state. must-obtain an accommodation this spring with "Petite Fleuer."
not
a bad reward for being good, little talismen.
Military genius. Brain spasm. of them." Leads us to this: how Also in the Sinton is the Coal
in the name of all real, actual, Hole, where you can join most
Nobel Peace Prize. Body will be
can we obtain this accommoda- of the show-business people
placed. Marshall Plan. Attacked tion-coexistence, if you will-if in town around the pian·o of
by late (R., Wis.) . •.. To this we will not even talk to Red Shirley Jester. The Rainbow Club
human I pay the tribute which China? How can we even hope, on McMillan near Peebles Corthe world accorded to John before try, for a change in atti- ner has the Dave Lattimore Octet
Dulles.
tude 1by Communist China unless for dancing Wednesday through
Senator John Kennedy, on we say hello-disgruntled tho it Sunday. Just up the street, the
"Small World" last Sunday, threw be-and sit down to coffee with -Spa has dancing three nights a
out several interesting statements. them? I will not bobble verbage. week.
"A change in attitude is neces- I take my stand-a personal one,
If you lack the necessary femsary for Red China to be admitted yes-with England and much- inine companion for any of the
by John Rolfes
to the United Nations, for the maligned India. . . . Red China above spots, .Sunday night dances
Siince the duplicate tournament
When the bidding reached
question for admission is whether must replace Formosa as China's at the Fenwick or St. Bernard
the country intends to live up representation in the United Eagles are the answer. Both will ibe held this Sunday, an South for the second time, he
to the aims of the UN's charter." Nations. As Indian Krishna Men- places charge a ·buck to .get in. example of sacrifice bidding stopped a minute to think. East
A few minutes previously the non stated it: "It is not an Indian And, of course, t~ere are dance.s mj,ght be helpful. At rubber evidently had a minimum opener
senator stated:
"You cannot question, nor a Chinese, nor an every Friday night in the Armory. bridge a sacrifice bid is made since he could not bid again, and
only to keep the opponents from West had given the weakest bid
obtain a synthesis of the two American, but it is an internaOne more suggestion for that
winning a game or 11.'Ubber. At possible other than a pass. There~
systems (democracy and totali- tional question."
special date. For about ten bucks duplicate bridge it is sometimes
fore, North probably had a few
you can get dinner, dancing, and necessary to keep the opponents
high cards. If East-West got the
a good floor show at Beverly out of ·pairt score.
ibid, they more than likely would
Hills. Sounds expensive, 1but add
make it for a score of 110 pts.up what you'd pay to get the
NORTH:
60 for the 2 Hearts and a 50 pt.
S-9, 5, 2
three separately.
bonus for part score. If he bid
H-9, 2
2 Spades, two things might hapPLATTER PICKS:
D-K, 9, 7, 6, 3
pen. The opponents might bid 3
One of the most :remarkable
C-K, Q, 6
Hearts and .go down. If everyacts in jazz is the vocal trio of
body passes-it is unlikely that
WEST:
EAST:
Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks,
·the opponents will double at the
S-K, Q, 3
by R. Devereaux Vanek
S-8, '1
and Ainnie Ross. They broke up
two level, and it is just as unH-.J, 10, 6, 4 H-A, Q, 8, '1
every jazz festival in ithe counD-A, 5, 4, 2 . likely that,North will enter the
D-.J, 10
try this summer and are curI have been inspired to write She's my merits on Corp. day,
bidding at this late stage-'he
c-.J, 5, 3, 2
C-A, 10, 9
rently in great demand in the
much of my material by the pic- My pony in class,
might make 2 Spades, or at least
clubs.
SOUTH:
ture I have on my desk. This is She's the shortest of sermons
go down only one or two.
The trio bases lts success on
S-A,
I, 10, 6, 4
my tribute to my girl.
In the play of the hand, South
At 12:15 Mass.
the remarkable lyric-writing tal·
H-K, 5, 3
lost
two · Spades, two Clubs, a
ents of Hendricks plus the ablllty
Upon my desk
Her eyes 'l'ef le ct
D-Q,8
Heart, and a Diamond for down
of
each
member
to
approximate
Framed in white,
Her lily soul,
C-8, 7, 4
one. Since North-South were not
the sound of a musical lnstru· /
To me a most
And this is tough,
vulnerable, this gave East-West
East-West
Vulnerable
ment.
Most
of
the
group's
reGorgeotts sight.
They're black as coal.
50 points. Even if South had gone
S
W
corded work so far bas been with N <Dealer) E
Not just a face
Her smile extends
the Count Basie band. With lyrics Pass 1 Heart Pass 2 Hearts down two, he would have lost
But a total frame,
Pass
2 Spades
Pass only 100 points.
From ear to ear,
to all of the Basie bits, (even Pass
Pass
A girl who leads
(Continued on Page 6, Column 4)
lyrics to the original solos), Lam- Pass
This lovely smile,
Me unto fame.
Dispels all fear.
bert, Hendricks, and Boss have
made "Sing A Sons of Basie" and
She's the star of my night
Her nose is sharp
"Sing
Along With Basie.''
The sun of my clay,
A ncl quite defi111ed,
The latest IJHR disc is on Pabllalle4 weekly 4arlnr &be school year except durlnr vacation periods by Xavier
The song of my heart,
VnlveraUy, Hamllion County, Evan1lon, Cincinnati, Olila. Sl.1111 per year.
Its equal will,
World Pacific and is called, aptly
Entered H Heond cl1111 matter October 4, 11148 at the l'ost Office at
The fun in my play.
You nowhere find.
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Ad of March :t, 1870
enough, "T.he Swingers." In it, EDITOR-IN·CBIEF
.................................................................................................... Denny ·Doherty 'Ol
Sh-e's my pass at the ballgame, No words do her justice
Hendricks extends his lyric writ- lllANAOINO EbJTOR................................................................................................Oerald lllarlln: 'flt
A880CJATB EbJTORS ........................................................ Tom Cahlll '60 J Ward boerlnr 'I'"
My sportcoat and tie,
ing to tunes by Miles Davis, CHIEF CORRE8PONDENT...................................................................... .'........'.111ike lllarktewlea' 'Gt
For words can't express,
.................... Jobn Lo1adon, '60, R. DeVereaux Vanek •oo John Roflea' •oo
Sonny Rollins, Thelonious Monk, COLtJllNl8T8
I'd bend over backwa1·ds
, The essence of beauty,
Jaell: LeMoaU, 'Ol
•
•
•
•
and
other
modem
jazzmen.
FEATURE
WRITER8
................................................................ Ed Edelmann, '60, Jim Keller, •ot
To hear just her sigh.
Her features possess.
REPORT£~8........................................................................ Dob Drady, 'OI, Tom Kall, 'OJ,
The trio has signed an exclu· llTAFP
John OaUlnr. 81, Fran llleManua, '61, Andy Odoardl '61 Wally Buckman 'O"
She's my patience while waiting My girl is a penguin
Diii Molony, •o::, Ed 8iube11raucb, 'll::
'
'
' ·•
sive contract with Columbia. Its 8POaTs
EDITOR................................................................................................................ Ed Adam a, '60
In Line for a meal,
But she'll do the trick,
first album, a collection of Duke ABP110••.•TT8A'!'F.,•TPEOBR8TS EDITOR................................................................................ Uap o•oanlel, 'Ill
............................ Joe l'etrocelll, '00 Ron Koch 'Ill
She's the metaphysicians'
For never will penguins
Ellington tunes, is due out next llUlllNEllll... MANAOEa.
.........................................................'. .......................:................. Ron Knopf, 'OI
Answer for real.
Make you feel SICK.
Cl&CULATION MANAOEas ................................................ Cbarle• Diani!:, 'll:?, OarF Graff, •o:a
month.
1

*

*

*

commentary

..............................
Trump Talk
..............................

..............................

,

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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STlJDENT COUNCIL DOINGS

Seis1nology Departn1ent To Be Brought Up To Date

JESUIT EXPLORER RETURNS

Fr. Edward Bradley peeps through an icy beard while in Antarctica.
by Walter A. Buchmann, Jr.

Ever since the discovery of ·Antarctica, man has been
attempting to learn more about this frigid continent. During
the winter of 1958, the International Geophysical Year, Rev.
Edward A Bradley, S.J., unveiled a bit of the mystery of the
forbidden wasteland. As chief seismologist for the National
Science Foµndation during I.G.Y.,
F·r. Bradley explored the South·
Pole. Now he has returned to the

Psychology Club
Hears Lecturers
Mr. Frederick W. Trabold, the
head of the Human· Engineering
Section of Crosley-Avco Manufacturing Corporation since July
of 1955, will address the Psyehology Club members at their
meeting on October 29th at 12:30
p.m. in the Cash Room.
T·he Human Engineering Section of Crosley is responsible for
the design of military products,
including the ground - support
equipment for the Titan, the
Minute-Man, and the I.C.B.M.
missles.
Mr. Trabold is one of the many
speakers whom Jim Jerkins, club
president, has scheduled to lecture.
·The .purpose of the Psychology
Club is twofold. First, to get a
greater academic interest; and
second, to provide for a departmental unity •between faculty and
students.
At the last meeting, Sister
Mary Dominica, R.S.M., of the
Catholic Charities of Cincinnati,
lectured on the "values of tests
on educational psychology."

German Chili
Plans Season
Don Wenkler, president of the
Heidelberg Club, announces a
full schedule of events for the
coming months. At their next
regular meeting on October 26,
the German students will make
final arrangements for their part
in the Language Club's dance on
October 30 in the Armory. The .
dance will ibegin immediately
following Dr. Thomas Dooley's
talk.
Fraulein Judith Markesberry
is the club's candidate for homecoming queen. Miss Markesberry
is a Xavier Evening College student and lives in Erlanger, Kentucky.
Also on the agenda is a German play produced in co-operation with Our Lady of Cincinnati College. The play is scheduled to open November 21 at the
Edgecliff campus.
The Heidelberg Club also has
tentative plains for a Christmas
party, father-and-son dinner, and
a folk dance.
Membership in the club is
open to any German student in
the university. The club holds
bi-weekly meetings with a guest
speaker at each meeting.

Xavier campus, and has begun
the task of renovating the seismology department.
Seismology, the study of earth
waves, is usually associated with
detection of earthquakes. Fr.
Bradley's mission during ·his
journey was to determine the
thickness of the Antarctica ice.
He trekked many miles over the

PAGE THREE

by Andy Odoardi

At lUonday's Student Council the money that Student Council
frozen tundra, stopping periodmeeting
Father Ratterman stated donated toward the lighting in
ically to take a reading. A hole
the armory was matched by the
in the lee was drilled, and dyna- that the installing of racks and
Project
Fund. During the summite exploded in It. The shock hooks for top-coats is being
mer
the
money from the fund
wave traveled down to the rock undertaken and should be comW<U3 used for installing drinking
base and reverberated up to
the seismograph. The depth of pleted in time before the really fountains in Elet Hall, a new
stairway beMnd the armory, new ·
the rock base was measur~ by cold weather.
fui·niture for the President's
the time It took for the wave to
Dave Guenther asked .... Just Lounge, and a public address
register on the machine from what is the Campus Project
system in South Hall. The detime of explosion.
Fund?
cision of what to do with the
While the renowned Jesuit
Father Ratterman . . . . The money in the fund is left up to
heroically traveled over pre- Campus Project Fund is provided a board of three students and
viously unexplored territory, he for by money derived from park- three faculty members.
foWld time to take approximately ing aind convocation fines, parkThe new charter for WCXU
1200 slides. Among these was a ing stickers and various conces- was read and passed on by
sions. The money in the fund is
red Aurora Australis which was ·used to do certain things that Council.
captured on film for the first would not normally .be done with
Bob Mallardi gave the XU-UC
time. The photo, along with two university money. For instance, trophy report.
others taken by Fr. Bradley, was
Ill Ill IIll IIIII II II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111
printed in the October issue of
"National Geog.raphic." The burning red snow and sky depicted
i:n this picture is not only beautiful, but a wonder of nature.
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN FOOD
Having returned from his wan3632 Moutgome1·y Rel.
der~ngs "down under,'' the pri.estscientist is completely revamping
2 Minutes From Xavier (One Block South of Dana)
Xavier's seismology department.
He has already taken over FisJEfferson 1-9366
cher Lodge, across from Brockman Hall, as his headquarters,
ANNOUNCING CHANGE IN HOURS
and is dusting off all the old
records and machinery. Fr. BradOpen Every Day from 7 a.m. to 9 p.111.
ley eventually plans to catalogue
all the Xavier files and bring the
Friday aucl Saturday from 7 a.m. to 11 p.111.
equipment up to date. He has
Carry Out Service On All Food Items
hurled himself headlong into the
mammoth task, and already is
making great strides.
III IIII IIIIIIIIII II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111
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NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix with cold water

At last! A breakfast drink
you can keep in your room
More vitamin C than orange juice. New instant TANG is the breakfast

drink you can keep right on your bookshelf-because TANG keeps anywhere without refrigeration.
Make as much as you want, whenever you want. Just mix with plain cold
water-nothing to squeeze, nothing to unfreeze.
Drink TANG every morning and get more vitamin C than orange or
grapefruit juice gives you. Plus vitamin A. Tastes real good, too.
Today's assignment: get TANG!
A product of General Foods Kltchen1

IN A WINK!

WANTIDI Situations and gag lines for our two campus characters
(above). Mu1t relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry ulled.

Address: TANG College Contest, Dept. GRM, Post Division, Battle
Creek, Michigan. (Entries must be postmarked bcforeDec.15, 1959.)
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News Sports Editor

THE PROBLEM IS MENTAL-

Augury is not a lost art. Practiced dutifully by the
ancients, who divined by watching the flights of the birds,
it consists of a conjecture based on signs or omens.
The modern day augur, be he race track tout or football
card peddler, likewise attempts to predict the outcome of
future events.
One standing at the south end of Dinan Stadium, Detroit,
Michigan, last Saturday night would have had a field day.

· Posted near the gate where teams flow onto the field from
their dressing rooms, the augur would have witnessed a most
gentlemanly gesture on the part of the Xavier Musketeer
football team. He would have seen both the Musketeers and
the University of Detroit Titans attempt to pass through the
same gate simultaneously en route to their respective benches
just before the opening kickoff.
He would have seen the Musketeers, supposedly fired
with a desire to win, supposedly with nothing on their minds
ON THE WAY-Musketeer end Jim O'Donnell reaches for a pass
but victory, supposedly primed for a game that is won by
Saturday night in Detroit after getting behind a Titan defender.
pushing the other fellow around, very meekly stop at that Detroit
(Photo by U.D. Varsity News)
defeated Xavier, 38-14.
gate and let their inspired, win-minded and primed opponents
pass through before them.
All that was ipissing was a polite courtsey on the part
of the Xavier co-captains.
.

Co-Captain Holds Meeting

"Jocko"

Questions

Desire

Having seen the omen at the gate, the augur would have
had no trouble .predicting the outcome of the game. The one
Tuesday at 1;30 p.m. in the
SerJeka would not divulge
team wanted on the field, the other didn't.
lecture .room of the •Fieldhouse exactly what was said at the
And it's not the first time that the omen, or one of the Musketeer Co-Captain Ed 'Jocko' meeting but hinted that it was
same nature, has appeared this year. All too often this Xavier Serieka
addressed the Xavier held because of the uninspired
team has found a spirited entrance onto the field of battle an football team.
efforts of the Musketeers since
exhausting effort. It prefers rather to trundle on as so many
their win over Villanova.
The
meeting,
called
by
Serieka
old ladies going shopping.
"We feel that the recent losses
himself, was not attended or pro-

"I've never seen a team go onto the field with less enthu·
siasm," contends head coach Ed Doherty. "Why, I've had clubs
who literally tore the hinges off the doors in their anxiety
to get out of the locker room and onto the gridiron to play
football and beat the other team.

moted by the coaching staJf.

"This bunch has to be pushed out of the locker room.
And, then, it walks."

* * *

The Musketeer approach to the field summarizes the current Xavier football spirit that produces flat, uninspiring and
indifferent performances. The disease began in the second
half of the Villanova game, blossomed against Miami, disappeared against Ohio U., and returned again at Detroit to
lead dull Xavier to a 38-14 pasting.

Jerry Johnson,
Fleet Soph Back,
Leaves University

The attitude of try, try and try again by which .the Mus·
kies flattened St. Ambrose, Louisville and Villanova was
Xavier's twelfth man in the first 2Yz contests. That man didn't
play against Detroit. He didn't driess for the game; he didn't
even make the trip.
·

Not one clipping or unnecessary roughness penalty was
called on the Muskies against Detroit. Good in itself, the
distinction indicates how indifferently the Muskies were playing, for such infractions are a natural result of aggressive
play.
Doherty calls the fault his own. "It's my duty to urge
them on," he says, "to get them to respond, but I haven't
been able to get through to them."
This Xavier team is not a great team by any standards.
It is outmanned in nearly every game it plays.

have been due to a lack of desire
on our part and that we're the
only ones that can !remedy the
situation," explained the blockbusting hailfback.
Speaking colloquially, Serieka
said that the meeting was intended to "get tlhe guys on the
stick."

Co-Captain Serieka
"Peeved"

Jerry Johnson, "the most promising of our backs,'' has dropped
out of school, Coach Ed Doherty
reported early in the week. Johnson left for personal reasons.
The fleet halfback had been
running steadily with the second
unit and had averaged 3.7 yards
a carry. De returned to his home
in Hamilton.

Niles Native Tom Gonnella '
Bulwark At Tackle Slot

But it made one mistake and it made it early. It showed
what it could do when it wanted to, and no matter how hard
by Ron Koch
it tries nowadays to beat itself by indifference, the fact remains
Seeing a great deal of service tlJ,is year in 'the ranks of
that it won once upon a time with desire.
the
Musketeer line is starting tackle Tom Gonnella. The
We know that the team is outmanned, but why does it 21-year-old
senior tackle is a big factor in the success of
have to be outplayed?
Coach Doherty's first wave.
How many more times this season will the Xavier Mus·
Tom stands 6-2 and weighs
keteers pick daisies on their way to the field?

Freshman Tryouts Slated;
Varsity To Stress Defense
Freshman 'basketball coach Don
Ruberg announces that tryouts
for the freshman team will be
held starting Monday night at
6:30 in the Fieldhouse and last
as many nights as necessary.
Ruberg encourages . a large
turnout, since as many as seven
players may be selected. Players
are requested to bring their own
equipment.
Practice Perfect
Meanwhile, vanity mentor Jim
Mccafferty reports that be Is
very happy with the propea
shown by his char1es In the two
practice sessions thus far.
"The spirit has been excellent.
I just hope it's this sood two

months from now," declm-ed Mccafferty. "Only experience, however, will tell how good a ball
club we'll have."
Mccafferty a1ain emphasized
that he would like to see as many
students and faculty memben as
possible attend the Wednesday
open practice sessions. 'lhe 4 p.m.
drlll~ are closed on other da7s.
Fundamentals Streued
"We're going back to the fundamentals of defense," MCCaf·
ferty stated when quizzed as to
what he would · stress in drills.
"You have no offeruie until you
have a defense which can keep
the other team from scoring and
take the ·ball away from them."

pounds. Dis size, coupled
with hard drive and aggressJve
play, gives Tom the tools for a
standout lineman.
Despite the fact that Tom
played behind Captain Ari DelConte and Joe Sclwoeder last
year, he gleaned 155 minutes of
play which earned him a letter.
. Last season in the University
of Cincinnati game Tom accomplished the lineman's dream. The
feat was a 64-1ard pass Interception run for a touchdown In
In which he literally ran away
from the whole Bearcat back·
field.
Tom played high school football before coming to Xavier at
McKinley High in Niles, Ohio,
his home town. There Tom won
all-Steel Valley honors.
A General Business major,
Thomas Amedlo Gonnella cer·
talnly knows bow to live tbe
225

business to the opposing linemen
and backs.
SENIOR FEATURE

teams which have done a
good 'job of beating themselves
this isea5on will try to beat each
other tomorrow night. ·
Xavier's tailspinning Musketeers (3-3), in the ;throes of a
three-game losing streak, ood
Dayton's ·Flyers (1-5), who
haven't gotten off ~he ground as
yet, will be the combatants tomorrow night on the Flyers' airstrip.
. The game Is the 3Bth renewal
of the Governor's .Cup Serles,
which Xavier leads 19-16-2.
After opening with a hardearned 6-3 win over Richmond,
Dayton has suffered successive
setbacks to Cincinnati 21-7, Bowling Green 14-0, Holy Cross 8-0
and LouisviUe 32-6.
Coach Pat O'Brien, who scouted the Aiirmen in their ti'lt at
Louisville last Saturday night,
reports that DaytOn has fine personnel and is caipable of playing
winning football.
Dead coach Ed Doherty expects no respite. "We're going to
have to play to the best of our
ability to beat them," he 'Yarns.
Two Louisville touchdowns last
Saturday night came as a result
of bad center passes on Dayton
punts, aind the other three cmne
on straight power plays. The
latter situation is puzzling, because the Flyers are blessed with
exceptionally good size in the
lilne, especi'aUy at tackle.
It's only appropriate that a
team bearing the name "Flyen"
would run from the "Wlng-T"
offense, and .that's what Dayton
does. Spectators at tomonow
night's game can expect plenty
of throwing on the part of the
Dayton quarterbacks.
Touted as outstanding playens
for Coach Bud Kerr's squadron
are end Tony Latell, a 220-pounder, and 210-pound hal'd-nose
Steve Palenchar, a guard.
Most important cogs In the
Dayton passing machine are
quarterbacks Dan Laughlin, also
a fine runner, and Pat Connor,
and ends Latell and Bob Cyphers,
who were one-two respectively
in pass receiving last season.
Fullback Vince Paylan and
halfback John, Parnell share the
bulk of the ball-carrying duty.
O'Brien regards both, especially
ParneH, as top-notch runners.
Although the Flyers have tallied only three touchdowns In
five games, they have the offensive personnel to explode at any
time. Both teams wlll pass a lot
tomorrow night, so defense wlll
hold the key,
With fingers crossed that the
Musketeer offense will stop giving the ball aiway because· of
mistakes, Coac!h Doherty predicted that, "If we play the
brand of football we're caipable
of, we can win tomorrow night."
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Muskies Fall 38-14,
Again Beat Themselves

Title Ganie

by Hap O'Daniel, Asst. Sports Editor

hurt us more than anything, however. We're going to have to do
something to overcome this complacency. When a team isn't well
prepared for a game, the fault
lies in the coaching staff."
"The fact remains, however,
that we could have done much
better except for the dropped
passes. The receivers were running their routes right and were
colllSistently in the clear and the
quarterback was throwing beautifully, bwt ·we just couldn't
hold on to the ball."
Doherty singled out Larry Co:x
and Tommy Clark as the Musketeers deserving of accolates.
"It wasn't their fault we lost,"
he declared.
Mr. Doherty then returned to
his task of preparing for the upcoming battle wi·th Dayton, leav·
ing hiis interrogators with the
1mpression that the spell will be
broken soon. He's not the kind
to get discouraged and stop try·
ing.

comes to hustle and effort, merited the laurels by cha~king up
six tackles and five assists on
defense, leading the Muskies In
pass receiving with six catches
for 70 yards, and running back
punts and kickoffs for considerable yardage.
Cox also exhibited a trait
which the Musketeers can use-leadership. Perhaps his spirit
may turn out to be contagious In
future games.

Tap

Xavier's Intramural Touch
Football League will wind up its
season with the championship
game between the two league
champions next Thursday night.
As of now, the game will be
played under the lights of Cor·
coran Field at 8 p.m. Plans also
call for the PA system to be in
use, with the Intramural AllStar team being recognized at
halftime.
Last year's defending champions, the OC club of the Elet
League, shapes up as ,this year's
Elet representative, while Bairracks Bombers and NFG's are
presently vying for the Brockrnain crown. Standings are co:rrect as of Monday of this week.
BROCKMAN LEAGUE
Team
W L Pct. GB
NFG's .................... 4 0 1.000
Bavracks B'mb'rs 3 0 1.000 %
Fallons ........ .......... 2 2 .500 2
Cord Jeffs ............ 2 2 .500 2
Vails ...................... 2 3 .400 2!
Bowery BOY'S ...... 1 2 .333 2!
Knights ................ 0 5 .000 4~
ELET LEAGUE
Team
lV L Pct. GB
QC Club ................ 4 0 1.000
Ryans .................... 2 1 .667 H
Colts ..... ................. 2 2 .500 2
Sodality ................ 1 2 .333 2&
Blues ...................... 1 3 .250 3
Eagles .................... 0 2 .000 3

Maybe Xavier's Musketeers should go back to the old
trick of smearing molasses on their jerseys and hands when
they play games. Firm-grip and resin just don't seem to do
the job.
Ten dropped passes and a
fumble were the main difference
between victory and defeat for
-the Muskies as they suffered
thei:r third straight defeat of the
season, bowing 38-14 to the Detroit Titans lrust Saturday ni.ght
in Detroit.
Coach Ed Doherty, a thoroughly perplexed gentleman, couldn't
figure it out Monday as he prepared to send his charges through
a scrimmage.
"When a iteam turns in a dull
effort such as we did Saturday
night, it doesn't have much of a
chance against a team of superior
manpower;" declared Doherty.
"Agailllst a stronger team, we
have to be really fired up and
play over our heads to win."
"Once again, the fault lies in
our offense. Detroit wasn't as
good as Ohio U. or Miami, yet
we helped them out just as readily, and they took advantage of
our mistakes. Four of their five
touchdowns di r e c t l y resulted
from our mistakes. We're simply
going to have to stop beating
ourselves."
"One thing which may be
encouraging is t:he fact that we
don't make the same mistakes
two games in a row. We always
seem to 1be able to come up with
new ones."
''The · defensive trouble this
week was in the interior line and
the corner men. Detroit, which
hadn't gone up the middle in four
games, did so almost at will
against us. However, our defense
did improve as the game progressed."
"Our lack of aggressiveness

01i

Larry Cox
Detroit Game

MUSKETEER
OF THE WEEK
When a player turns in a better
than average effort, it looks outstanding when the rest of the
team looks dull by comparison.
For this reason, halfback Larry
Cox was clearly the outstanding
player of the Detroit game.
The speedy sophomore, always
a "hundred-percenter" when it

Frosh Exhibit Defense, Drop 6-0 Decision To Dayton
Ed Biles' once-defeated Freshmen attempted yesterday &filer- .
noon at Corcoran Field to garner
their first win of t:he season in
a clash with the Papooses of
Miami University.
The contest, played at 3:30 p.m.,
was too late for press time.
It was the second game of the
season for the Muskie yearlings
who succumbed 6-0 last Thursday evening to the University of
Dayton. The lone score in the
contest came on a one-ya:rd
plungie by Flyer fullback Bab

Michigan late in the fi:rst half.
The Little Muskies threatened
twice in the fourth quarter but
were unable to push the ball
across the goal Ihle. One of the
drives stalled on the three.
The shutout marked the first
time in Biles' ·tenure at Xavier
that a freshman crew of his ihas
been held scoreless. Not since his
first year at the frosh helm has
a Biles team lost two in a row
(last year's.,. freshme1f""dropped·
their final contest to Ohio Uni~
versity). No Biles team has ever

lost more than two in a row.
"I was very pleased defensively," commented the disappointed
mentor, "but our offense could
not put together a sustained
effort. Of the backs, only Bobby
Clark could be said to have
looked even fairly good."
BHes likened his team's offensive performance to recent efforts of the varsity. "We stopped
ourselves," he lamented.
The freshmen spent the early
part of the week scrimmaging
the varsity.

SPRING SEMESTER 1960
Institute of European Studies ar•
ranges English taught coursH
through the University of Vienna. Em·
phasis on learning German. Students
live with Austrian Families, take
meals at the IES student center.
Three Study Tours through 8 coun•
tries when the University is not in
session.
51/i. MONTHS IN EUROPE $1395
Price coven round trip ocean travel,
room, board, tuition and study tours.
SAILING: Maasdam, Feb. 4, New Yark
APPLICATION DEADLINE; Dec. 10, 1959
For furt/ier lnfarmatlon, write to:

INSTITUTE OF
EUROPEAN STUDllS
35 E. Wacker

Chicago 1

···-····-·······--·--··--······-·····SEND THIS COUPON fOR l!S BULLETIN
name

oddre11

city

stat•

zone

school

New cigarette paper "air-soften.s" every 'PUff !

Now even the paper adds to
Salem's springtime freshness!

Salem'• ama1lng new
HIGH POROSIJY paper
"air 1often1" every puff.

Crcatod bJ U. l. lloynalda Tobacco Campanr

An important break-through in Salem's
research laboratories brings you this

0

- -

-·

lnvlslble porou1 openlng1
blend just the right amount of air with
each puff to live yau a Hfter, fresher,
even more flavorful 1moke.

' ..\ .... ·

.... ·.

NOW

MOH~T!IAll

eve11..

s

special new HIGH POROSITY paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.
. Each puff on a Salem draws just enough
•

fresh air in through the paper to make the · ,
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's springtime freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now. Smoke refreshed, smoke Salem!

menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

•

I

I

~
~

~'em refreshes your ~-. ·1
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Russian Language In Second Year At Xavier

Popular Course Taught By. Russian Native

(Continued from Page 2)
The difference between 50,
100, and 110 points at rubber
btidge would hardly be worth
bothering about. In duplicate
bridge it makes a g.reat deal of
difference as you might find out
if you play Sunday.
BRIDGE NOTES
The tournament will be held
Sunday, October 25, at 1:30, in
South Hall. The entrance fee will
be one dollar, and cash prizes
aind master points will be awarded. Don't miss it!

by Jack Butts
E.C. Correspondent

It's only the second year that Russian is being taught at
Xavier University, and already it is becoming one of the more.
popular languages. There are three groups of stud<:nts no~
studying Russian, compared to ~wo last year. This year s
classes are divided into three sections; an elementary class on
Monday night, at the downtown
location, and an elementa·ry and
an intermediate class o~ Wedne.sday and Thursday mghts at
the Evanston campus. Last year
wrus the first year Russian was
offered at Xavier.
Russian is a phonetic language
with 33 symbols. It is interesting
to .note that some of the words are
similar to English words, such as
Algebra, student, doctor, and
physics. Russian grammm- somewhat 11esembles Greek and Laitin
which makes it easier for those
1students who have had either of
the ·two languages. There's no
difficulty in spelling in Russian
since every symbol pronounced
has an individual sound which
never varies.
The language is being taught
hy Mr. Oleg Zinam, a Russianborn accountant at Proctor and
Gamble, in Avondale. Mr. Zinam
was born in Kharkov in the
Ukraine in 1918. His family

moved to Yugoslavia when he
was three. There he received his
schooling. He was a lieutenant in
the Yugoslavian army in World
War II.
After the Communists took
over that country, he went to
Austria where he was editor and
translaitor of a refugee newspaper.
.
In 1952 he arrived in America,
enrolled at Xavier, and soon
earned a Master of Business of
Administration degree. He's now
working for a PhD. in Economic.s
at the Un.iverisity of CincinnaitI.
Mr. Zinam is mairried and has
two small children. He resides in
Price Hill.
Mr. Zinam pointed out that
since ·the Soviet Union is now a
threat to our security, the Russian language is vital to the defense of our country. He a15o
said that we need to command
the language to better understand ithe people of Russia.

MILLER'S ALL STAR

"We must distinguish the people of Russia from the government of Russia," he said. He believes the people of Russia want
peace as much as we Americans,
and that it is the government,
not the people, who seeks to conquer the world. He remarked
that Russians preach socialism
but are far behind the United
States, especially in their social
security. benefits.

FOODS

"'

Tlie Sliield of Quality
,.

656 EAST McMILLAN

WO 1-2474

s,~~
Swifton Center

l\focmonics, ns we nil kpow, wns invented by the grc11t Greek
philosopher Mncmon in 52G B.C. (l\Incmonics, incidentally,
was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He aJso
invented 1,hc staircase which, as you muy imagine, was of
inestimable ''aluc to nmnkin<l. Before the staircase people
who wished to go from floor to floor were forced to live out
their lives, willy-nilly, on the ground floor, and many of them
grew cross us bears. Especially Demosthenes who wus elected
Consul of Athens three times but never served because he was
unable to get up to the office of Commissioner of Oaths on the
third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's staircase,
Demosthenes got up to the third floor easy as pie-to Athens'
sorrow, us it turned out. Demosthenes, his temper shortened
by ycurs of confinement to the ground floor, soon embroiled his
countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Persians, the
Visigoths and the Ogallala Sioux. He was voted out of office in
517 B.C. and Mnemon, who had made his accession possible,
wus pelted to death with fruit sulud in the Duomo. This later
became known us the Missouri Compromise.)

MILITARY
MUSINGS

A suit that can be used as dres~ as well as
sport. This model has natural shoulders,
flap pockets with raised seams, hook vent
and a choice of brass or plain buttons.

Tliis Week's 'Saluted Squire' is
"Ducky"· Castelle
Basketball Captain
II your name appears above you will receive
a sport shirt when yeu present this all and
identification.

1

• • •

Over the ;past weekenfl the
Xavier University ROTC Radio
Club assisted the engineering
staff of WCXU in installing their
audio consolete.
John Maier, chief engineer;
Father John E. ·Foy, S.J.; David
Ryan; Chip Hardy; Edward
Schmidt; Herbert Schmidt; Capt.
Paul D. Fleming, club moderator;
and Tom Thomas, 'a visiting
engineer from. Bendix Aviation,
worked to install the equipment.
The Radio Club hopes WCXU
will now have live programs
without too many future difficulties.

• • •

Grey Flannel Suit .. 39.95

MEirose 1-3108
3618 -Montgomel'J' Roacl

If studying is bugging you, try mnemonics.

Having completed a sub-course

ALL STAR

The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier Vniversit11

STUDYING CAN BE SCREAMS

in Military Leadership, MS III

DAIRY

B1u11rin1'1 Ph1r•11y

(11 uthor of "I 1Vas a 'l'ccn-age Dwmf", '"l'he Jllany
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

Mr. Oleg Zinam

students are currently embarking
upon a sub-course on how to
carry out one of their first duties
as military leaders-teaching.
"Techniques of Military Instruction" taught by Lt. Col.
Wright, will be climaxed by
periods in which each student
"teaches" his class for twentyfive minutes. At the .present time
the cadets are learning the objectives and principles of military
instructions, and the methods of
preparing lesson plans and presenting subject matter to their
classes.

In order to serve the greater
convenience of the graduating
seniors, the President, Very Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor; S •.J., has authorized the following change in
the date of commencement:
Commencement will be on
Wednesday, June 1, 1960, instead
of Wednesday, June 8, 1960, as
previously announced.

"This will be our .best ever
year" said senior Robert Kopecky,
captain of the Pershing Rifles.
He was expressing the obvious
tone of optimism which pervades
all of Company G-l's activities.
With Pledge Week (two weeks
of 7 a.m. drill instruction for
frosh candidates) behind them,
the military drill unit is setting
its sights on a victory in the
Xavier Invitational Drill Meet.
This competition will be held in
the Ohio National Guard armory
on Reading Road on December
12. At this time the exhibition
team will make its first appearance in their new West Pointstyled uniforms. '
The Pershing ·Rifle 1959-60
honorary Cadet Captain is Miss
Jo Ann Sliva, a student at the
Xavier University Evening College. She will also be Co. G-l's
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Miss Sliva was elected by the
members at their meeting October 14.

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which are nothing
more than aids to memory-catchwords or jingles that help you
remember names, dates and places. l!'or example:
·
Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety-two.

Sec how simple? Make up your own jingles. What,. for instance, is the important event immediately· following Columbus's discovery of America? The Boston Tea Pu~·ty, of course.
Try this:
Samuel Adams flung the tea
Into tlie briny Zuyder Zee.
(NOTE: The Zuyclcr Zee wus located in Boston Harbor until
1904 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for Louisiana
and two outfielders.)
But I digress. To get buck to mnemonics, you can see how·
simple and useful they are-not only for history but also for
everyday living; for instance:
In nineteen hundred fifty-nine
'l'lw smoke to look for is Alpine.

"Why Alpine?" you nsk. Tnstc that fine, fresh flavor. Enjoy
that subtle coolness. Try the longest, purest filter yet devised.
Until Alpine you needed two cigarettes to 1·enp the benefits of
Alpine-one for fltlvor, ·one fo1· filtrntion-and smoking two
cigarettes is never gmccful; in fact, with mittens it is nigh impossible. Now you need only one cignrettc-Alpincs. Oct some.
You'll see.
C 1050 Mux Hhulnum

* * *
f'/1e 11ponaor11 of t/1111 column make .Alpi11e, Pllilip Morris
and Marlboro CigaretteB, Pick w/1at 11ou plea11e, JVllat 11ou
pick will pleaae 11ou,
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The Night Side of The· News
X.•U. Evening College Counts Two Married
Vets Among New Downtown St11de11ts
by John Raisbeck

Former Sailor

At the present he is the plant
manager of Clever Things Inc.,
located at Cherry St. in Northside. This is a new and rather
small company that sells all kinds
of noveities. He is also taking a
Business Administration course
at the Xavier Evening College
and hopes to obtain a degree.
Mr. Nelson is married and has
a daughter, 14 yi;ars old.

F 01·nie1· Marine

School in the 3rd Signal Battalion.
This education has not been used
in his civilian life, as yet.
After traveling to Korea and
Japan, he returned to San Diego
where he re-enlisted in November of 1954. Then after serving
two more years and obtaining the
rank of Private First Class, his
time was up.
He didn't like being a Military
Policeman in his last two years
of service, :but he must have
liked the service in general,
because he served two additional
years in the Merchant Marines
from 1957 to 1959.
Mr. Welling.ton was married on
March 10, 1957, in Sa111 Diego.

Questionnaire
Question: What do you think
about President Eisenhower using
the Taft-Hartley Act in conjunction with the steel strike?
Answer: There won't 'be enough
time to accomplish anything
worth while. Bill Delaney, Sales
Trainee, McKesson Robbins, Inc.
Answer: It will ruin the Republican Party for years to come.
Thomas Gutch, XU Assistant
Fellow .to Father Shiels.
r

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3618 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blocks North
or The Dol'llll
Bachelor Service
Fluff D17 Banclleti
' BOUR SERVICE

Chill & SpagbetU,
Coney Islands - 2 for 25¢
\Vitia Beans, Cheese and Onlom

Do J6u T/Jink !OrJ6ursefF.;J
(BLAST OFF ON THESE QUESTIONS .AND SEE IF YOU GO INTO ORBIT*)

George W. Nelson
George W. Nelson is 38 years
old and has served h'{enty years
in the United State Navy, from
September 1938 to 1958. He
started as an Apprentice Seaman
and came out as a Chief Quarter
Master. He spent a great deal of
his .time aboard ship, seeing the
many sights of the world-such
places as Europe, China, Hong
Kong, the Phillippines, the Pacific Islands and almost all of
the North and South American
countries.

Of the eleven medals and
awards he received, he took the
most pride in his China Servic~
Medal which he achieved for
services in China from 1947 to
1949.
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Jim Welling
Jim Welling, a local man from
Price Hill, joined the United
Sta,tes Marines on April 14, 1952.
He immediately was transferred
to San Diego for about nine
weeks of Boot Camp training,
and later was transfered to
Hawaii in June of 1953. Along
with his ordinary .training, he
attended sixteen weeks at Radio
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AD BO
If you saw a fully clothed

man about to jump into a
river, would you (A) assume the fellow was acting
andlookforamoviecamera?
(B) dismiss the whole thing
as a piece ·of personal exhibitionism? (C) rush to
stop him?

co

women who think for themselves usually
smoke Viceroy. They know only Viceroy
has a thinking man's filter-the most advanced filter design of them all. And only
Viceroy has a smoking ma'li's taste.

*If you have checked (C) in three out of four
questions ••• you think for yourself!

"CCII&'' .e. eu1tUHO 1UOI• ...., COftll... t I Mr 1111 COC.COU ...,,,.,

"In re this matter of QOod Taste," Aid
Mr. Funk to his secretary, "take a definition."
"Taste: sensations ••• excited ••• by the •••
action of the gustatory nerves •••"
"And add this," put in Mr. Wapalll. ''Tute:
the faculty of .•. appreciating the
beautiful •••"
"That," said Mr. Funk, "wraps it up. Mr.
Wagnalls, will you join me in a Coca-Cola7''
"So good in taste •• .'.'
"And ••• in such good taste!"
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of Th• Coca·Cola Company by
THE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

In choosing a filter ciga·
rette, would you pick one
that (A) says it has a new
filter? (B) merely says it
tastes good? (C) does the
best filtering job for the
finest taste?

ADBDCD
When you think for yourself • • • you
depend on judgment, not chance, in your
choice of cigarettes. That is why men and

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows-·
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI
•ao~o.

Drown Ii WU11'1tllaon Tobacco co.,,.
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E.C. Hrimor
Organization Man

A Paradox In Politics
by John J. Considine
Editor's Note:
Now that the dark continent 1tas suddenly become a rottgh gem
desired by t1te world powers, the "News" is reprinting the follotving
article from the "World Campus."
J.D.D.
Julius K. Nyerere is something
of a paradox in African politics. in the opinion of Mr. Nyerere,
He does everything wrong-that will pague it for many years-in
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is to say, calmly, thoughtfully:
he lacks the touch of irrational
splendor. Yet, where other more
breathless leaders have failed
brilliantly, he has succeeded. In
five years he has brought one of
the most underdeveloped countries of East Africa, Tanganyika,
to the threshold of independence.
A composed and witty man ·of
slight physique, with a penchant
for open necked sport shirts and
lightweight English slacks, he
spends nine months of every year
beating through ,the provinces of
Tanganyika, clambering up and
down speaking platforms. Even
his enemies conside:i· him a moderate, and moderation in the
flamboyant Cl['ena of African politics is about as rare as that
mythical wonder, the no-neck
giraffe. He has repeatedly stated
that the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), which he
organized in 1954 and now commands, is a 111-0'Il·violent national]st movement determined to win
independence from Great BTitain
but not at rthe cost of blood. Yet
he is not unrealistic: "A nationalist movement that does not
fight, that is not militant, is dead.
'.11his young and articulate visionary with the receding, crescentlike hairline and the trim
mustache is the son of Nyerere
(Nigh-air-er-ay) one of the seven
chiefs of the Bazanaki kingdom.
Bom thirty-six yeaxs ago, he was
converted to Catholicism while
in middle school. After graduating from Makerere University in
Uganda in 1948, he studied three
and a half years at the University of Edinburgh for his master's
degree in economics.
On his return from Scotland,
Julius married a schoolteach&
and member of an old Christian
family, Maria Magige. The Nyereres have five children between
the ages of one and six years.
For the past five years, the
itwenty-pounds ($60) a month
that TANU garve him was his
only income; now, as an elected
member of the Legislative Council he draws seven hundred
pounds a' yeair. But he and his
family still live in ,their plain,
mud block, tin-roofed house on
the outskirts of Butiama.
In Tanganyika's bid for independence by 1962, Mr. Nyerere
is not at aU satisfied with the
help offered by the United States.
"We turn to ithe country of the
Declaration of Independence, the
only country that can truly
understand and help us, ood we
filnd it allied to the colonial
powers." He says that he fully
recognizes the need for the U.S.
to stand with other Western
powers against Ruissia, but questions whether or not American
interest is primarily self-interest.
"If Moscow did not exist, would
you be interested in us?"
Because there i's no dominating
Ohurch b o d y in Tanga!Ilyika
(Catholics and Protestants, about
equal in numbe.r, together equal
the number of Moslems) Mr.
Nyerere does not foresee any
trouble in the Church-State relationship. He says that he has
always recognized and appreciated the work affected by mis·
sionaries of all denominations.
"I would give them full opportunity to unleash their powers
for good, particularly in terms of
the social needs of people."
Health education, water, raising the standard of living: in that
order, these are the problems
which are now plaguing this
British U.N. Territory, and which,

spite of imminent independence.
When he is discussing these
problems on the platform, he is
not a big speaker; his vocal range
is limited; for contrast he will
whisper rather than shout. Lincoln and Grandhi are his political
heroes, and when he is not deepening his knowledge of them
through study, he is quoting them
at length in speeches. '"Lincoln
and Gandhi are teachers who are
still teaching us. If humanity
ignores their message, humanity
goes astray."
One of his favorite political
topics is the question of communism and Africa. He insists
that the Marxist threat to subSahara Africa is quite exaggerated. "The Russians have no
influence here . . . there is no
issue between communism and
democracy, so let us not create
one. The issue is between colonialism and African nationalism;
and colonialism is waging a
struggle against history itself."

by Kay Nolan
E.C. Conespondent
Once upon a time there was a
young man named J. Smith Williams. (His first name was John,
but he never used it.) J. Smith
was 28th .Aissistant Vice President of a large company with
branches all over the United
States and in 17 foreign countries.
Lifie was good for J. Smith.
He and his wife, Jayne, lived in
the model community of Young
Executive Estates. They had a
1 o v e 1 y 3-bedroom ranch-type
home with contempo·rary furnishings. (Modern, but not ex,treme.)
They had a car that was almost
paid for. (LaJSt year's, but the
most expensive model of one of
"the low-priced thl'ee.")
What pleased J. Smith most
of all was the fact that he was
known around the c o m p an y
where he worked as a man "on
his way up" and "a real organization man."
One day, J. Smith went to the
doctor for his annual check-up.
When the doctor rolled up J.
Smith's shirt sleeve rto take his
pulse, he seemed puzzled. He
questioned J. Smiith about some
small marks on his airm. (They
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were like pock-marks, but they
were square and deeper than
pock-marks.) After telling the
doctor that this was all confidential information, J. Smith ex. plained, rather proudly:
"I'm taking part In an experiment my company ls conducting
in Personnel Tecbnlques. It's the
very latest development, and
we're keeping it quiet until we
see how it works. The company
teamed that we were spending
a great deal of time and money
on the paper-work connected
with the evaluation and placing
of personnel. So we got together

llJ•·

They worked out this new
tem. It wlll eliminate &he paperwork almost completely. Eaeh
employee wlll carry the easell·
tial data with him by means of
these marks on his arms and
legs. When he steps In front of
the n e w Personnel-Evaluation
Machine, it wlll automatically
assess his possiblllties and qual·
ificatlons. There's only one minor
drawback to the system."

J. Smith unbuttoned his shirt,
and pointed out to the doctor six
words neatly tatooed across his
chest: "DO NOT BEND, FOLD
OR MUTILATE." .

Fol- Meal• at Home •••
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Mbrings you taste... more taste...

More taste by far ...
·yet low in tar!

'

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip
unlocks natural tobacco flavor!

Only the 1960 CM • Frees up flavor
other filters squeeze in! • Checks tars without
That's why CM can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! • Gives you the full, exciting flavor
not to suit a filter ... but to suit your taste! of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!
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More taste by far...yet low in tar...And they said "It couldn't be done/"
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